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1. Introduction

This file demonstrates various question types that allow partial-credit,
it also demonstrates the command \showCreditMarkup.

When this command is executed before the beginning of the quiz
environment, additional text fields are created in the margins of the
quiz questions. Call these text fields the partial credit markup fields.
When the quiz is completed, and the student clicks on the “Correct”
button, the partial credit markup fields are populated by the point
values awarded by the student’s responses to the questions.

One other command seen in the file is \multipartquestion. An
exerquiz can have questions nested up to three levels deep. When you
pose a multi-part question, there is usually a sentence or two setting
up the multi-part question, see problems 3, sub-part 3(b) of problem
3, and problem 4. Place the command \multipartquestion in front
of each of these questions. See the source for the quiz that follows.
The placing of \multipartquestion suppresses the placement of the
partial credit markup field for that question.
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2. The Demo Quiz

Quiz 1 Answer each of the following. Passing is 100%.

1. (10pts) Which limits have a value of −∞? Choose only one of the
following.

(a) lim
x→−π/2−

sec(x) (b) lim
x→5−

6
x − 5

(c) A, C and F

(d) lim
x→−π/2+

sec(x) (e) lim
x→5+

6
x − 5

(f) A, C and E

(g) lim
x→−π/2+

tan(x) (h) lim
x→5+

6
5 − x

(i) A, C, G, and E

(j) lim
x→+π/2−

sec(x) (k) A and C (l) A, C, F and E

(m) None of these

2. (2pts) Is the quadratic polynomial x2 − 4x + 3 irreducible?

Yes No

Answers:
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The following question was taken from a demo quiz, published by
WebWork, the University of Rochester.

3. (15pts) In questions (a)–(d), a particle moves along a straight line
and its position at time t is given by s(t) = 2t3 −15t2 +24t, where
s is measured in feet and t in seconds.

(a) Find the velocity (in ft/sec) of the particle at time t = 0:

v =

(b) The particle stops moving (i.e. is in a rest) twice, once when
t = A and again when t = B where A < B. Then. . .

(i) A = (ii) B =

(c) What is the position of the particle at time 10?

s =

(d) Finally, what is the total distance the particle travels between
time 0 and time 10?

distance =

Answers:

http://webwork.math.rochester.edu/
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4. (18pts) Answer each of the following multiple selection problems.
Each correct answer is worth 3 points, and each incorrect answer
is worth −2 points.
(a) (9pts) Select which people who served as a President of the

United States. (Select all correct choices.)

A Henry Clay B Ben Franklin

C Andrew Jackson D Ronald Reagan

E George Meade F Grover Cleveland

G John Jay H Paul Revere

(b) (9pts) Select which people who served as a Chancellor of the
German Republic. (Select all correct choices.)

(a) Gustav Heinemann (b) Theodor Heuß
(c) Konrad Adenauer (d) Richard von Weizsäcker
(e) Willy Brandt (f) Heinrich Lübke
(g) Roman Herzog (h) Ludwig Erhard

Answers:
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Solutions to Quizzes

Quiz 1: Question 3(a) We have v(t) = s′(t) = 6t2 − 30t + 24 =
6(t2 − 5t + 4) and so v(0) = 6(4) = 24 .

�
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Quiz 1: Question 3(b)(i) From the solution to (a), we have

v(t) = s′(t) = 6(t2 − 5t + 4) = 6(t − 1)(t − 4)

It is clear that A = 1 and B = 4.
�
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Quiz 1: Question 3(b)(ii) From the solution to (a), we have

v(t) = s′(t) = 6(t2 − 5t + 4) = 6(t − 1)(t − 4)

It is clear that A = 1 and B = 4 .
�
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Quiz 1: Question 3(c) We have

s(t) = 2t3 − 15t2 + 24t = t(t2 − 15t + 24)

s(10) = 10(100 − 150 + 24) = 10(74) = 740

�
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Quiz 1: Question 4(a) The answers are Andrew Jackson (C), Ronald
Reagan (D) and Grover Cleveland (F).

�
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Quiz 1: Question 4(b) The answers are Konrad Adenauer (c), Lud-
wig Erhard (h) and Willy Brandt (e).

Gustav Heinemann (a), Theodor Heuß (b), Richard von Weizsäcker
(d), Heinrich Lübke (f) and Roman Herzog (g) were the presidents
of the German Republic.

�
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\documentclass{article}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage[tight,designvi]{web}  % dvipsone, dvips, pdftex, dvipdfm
\usepackage{exerquiz}
\usepackage{multicol}

\title{AeB: Show Partial Credit Markup\texorpdfstring{\\}{, }
    Multiple Choice \& Fill-in}
\author{D. P. Story}
\subject{File to test web and exerquiz packages}
\keywords{LaTeX, hyperref, PDF, exercises, quizzes}
\university{NORTHWEST FLORIDA STATE COLLEGE\\
   Department of Mathematics}
\email{dpstory@acrotex.net}
\version{3.0}
\copyrightyears{1999-\the\year}
\norevisionLabel

\renewcommand{\hproportionwebuniversity}{.8}
\renewcommand{\minimumskip}{\vspace{.25in}}


\fancyQuizHeaders

%\negPointsAllowed

\newenvironment{eqComments}[1][\strut]
{\medskip\leftskip-\labelwidth \item[]\textbf{\textcolor{blue}{#1}}}{\par\vspace{\smallskipamount}}

% reduce amount of vspace before and after multicols environment
\setlength{\multicolsep}{6pt plus 4pt minus 1.5pt}

\useBeginQuizButton[\BC{}\textColor{red}\CA{Start}] % use buttons
\useEndQuizButton[\BC{}\textColor{red}\CA{End}]

\newcommand{\cs}[1]{\texttt{\char`\\#1}}

\PTsHook{($\eqPTs^{\text{pts}}$)}

% \NoPeeking

\begin{document}

\maketitle

%
% This turns off the running \lfooter at the beginning of the
% solutions section
%
\def\priorsqslsectitle{\lfooter{}}


\section{Introduction}

This file demonstrates various question types that allow
partial-credit, it also demonstrates the command
\cs{showCreditMarkup}.

When this command is executed before the beginning of the
\texttt{quiz} environment, additional text fields are created in the
margins of the quiz questions. Call these text fields the
\emph{partial credit markup fields}. When the quiz is completed, and
the student clicks on the ``Correct'' button, the partial credit
markup fields are populated by the point values awarded by the
student's responses to the questions.

One other command seen in the file is \cs{multipartquestion}. An
\textsf{exerquiz} can have questions nested up to three levels deep.
When you pose a multi-part question, there is usually a sentence or
two setting up the multi-part question, see problems $3$, sub-part
$3(b)$ of problem $3$, and problem $4$. Place the command
\cs{multipartquestion} in front of each of these questions. See the
source for the quiz that follows. The placing of
\cs{multipartquestion} suppresses the placement of the partial
credit markup field for that question.

\NewPage

\section{The Demo Quiz}

%
% Show partial credit markup for this quiz
%
\showCreditMarkup

%
% Insert an \AnswerField in the left running footer to receive the answers after
% the quiz is over.
%
\lfooter{\raisebox{6pt}{Answers: \AnswerField\currQuiz}}

\titleQuiz{Quiz 1}

\begin{quiz}{qzTeXf} Answer each of the following. Passing
is 100\%.

\begin{questions}

\everymath{\displaystyle}

\item\PTs{10} Which limits have a value of $-\infty$? Choose only one of the following.
\begin{answers}{3}
\bChoices
    \Ans[1]{0} $\lim_{x\to-\pi/2^-}\sec(x)$\eAns
    \Ans[1]{0} $\lim_{x\to5^-}\frac{6}{x-5}$\eAns
    \Ans{0} A, C  and F\eAns
    %
    \Ans{0} $\lim_{x\to-\pi/2^+}\sec(x)$\eAns
    \Ans{0} $\lim_{x\to5^+}\frac{6}{x-5}$\eAns
    \Ans[6]{0} A, C and E\eAns
    %
    \Ans[1]{0} $\lim_{x\to-\pi/2^+}\tan(x)$\eAns
    \Ans[1]{0} $\lim_{x\to5^+}\frac{6}{5-x}$\eAns
    \Ans[10]{1} A, C, G, and E\eAns
    %
    \Ans{0} $\lim_{x\to+\pi/2^-}\sec(x)$\eAns
    \Ans{0} A and C\eAns
    \Ans[4]{0} A, C, F and E\eAns
    %
    \Ans{0} None of these\eAns
\eChoices
\end{answers}

\useForms % use visible checkboxes for this next one

\item\PTs{2} Is the quadratic polynomial $x^2-4x + 3$ irreducible?
\begin{answers}{4}
\Ans0 Yes &\Ans1 No
\end{answers}

\NewPage % defined in web.sty

\begin{eqComments}
The following question was taken from a demo quiz, published by
\href{http://webwork.math.rochester.edu/} {\textsf{WebWork}}, the
University of Rochester.
\end{eqComments}

\multipartquestion

\item \PTs{15} In questions~\ref*{velfirst}--\ref*{vellast}, a particle moves
along a straight line and its position at time $t$ is given by
$s(t) = 2t^3 - 15 t^2 + 24 t$, where $s$ is measured in feet and $t$ in
seconds.

    \begin{questions}

    \item\PTs*{3}\QT{velocity}\label{velfirst} Find the velocity (in
    ft/sec) of the particle at time $t=0$:\\[1ex]
    $
        v = \RespBoxMath{24}*{1}{.0001}{[2,4]}\CorrAnsButton{24}
    $
    \begin{solution}
    We have $v(t) = s'(t) = 6t^2 - 30 t + 24 = 6 ( t^2 - 5t + 4 )$ and so
    $v(0) = 6(4) = \boxed{24}$.
    \end{solution}

\multipartquestion

    \item The particle stops moving (i.e.\ is in a rest) twice, once
    when $t=A$ and again when $t=B$ where $A < B$. Then\dots\smallskip

    \begin{questions}
    \begin{multicols}{2}
        \item $\PTs*{2}\QT{velocity} A=\RespBoxMath[\rectW{.5in}]{1}*{1}{.0001}{[2,4]}\CorrAnsButton{1}$
            \begin{solution}
            From the solution to \ref{velfirst}, we have
            \begin{equation*}
                v(t) = s'(t) = 6 ( t^2 - 5t + 4 ) = 6 (t-1)(t-4)
            \end{equation*}
            It is clear that $\boxed{A = 1}$ and $B=4$.
            \end{solution}
        \item $\PTs*{3}B=\RespBoxMath[\rectW{.5in}]{4}*{1}{.0001}{[2,4]}\CorrAnsButton{4}$
            \begin{solution}
            From the solution to \ref{velfirst}, we have
            \begin{equation*}
                v(t) = s'(t) = 6 ( t^2 - 5t + 4 ) = 6 (t-1)(t-4)
            \end{equation*}
            It is clear that $A = 1$ and $\boxed{B=4}$.
            \end{solution}
    \end{multicols}
    \end{questions}
    \item\PTs*{2}\QT{velocity}\QT{position} What is the position of the particle at time $10$?\\[1ex]
    $s = \RespBoxMath{740}*{1}{.0001}{[2,4]}\CorrAnsButton{740}$
    \begin{solution}
    We have
    \begin{align*}
        s(t) &=   2t^3 - 15 t^2 + 24 t = t ( t^2 - 15 t + 24) \\
        s(10) &= 10 ( 100 - 150 + 24 ) = 10 ( 74 ) = \boxed{ 740 }
    \end{align*}
    \end{solution}

    \item\PTs*{5}\QT{distance}\label{vellast} Finally, what is the \textbf{total} distance
    the particle travels between time $0$ and time $10$?\\[1ex]
    $
        \text{distance} = \RespBoxMath{794}{1}{.0001}{[2,4]}\CorrAnsButton{794}
    $
    \end{questions}

\NewPage

\multipartquestion

    \item\PTs{18} Answer each of the following multiple selection problems. Each correct answer
    is worth $3$ points, and each incorrect answer is worth $-2$ points.
    \begin{questions}

\rowsep{3pt}

        \item\PTs{9} Select which people who served as a President
                     of the United States. (Select all correct choices.)
%
% This next choice field is a forms type, we switched it earlier with \useForms.
% The solutions reference the choices, so we'll turn on gray letters
%
\graylettersOn

        \begin{manswers}*{2}%
            \bChoices
                \Ans[-2]{0} Henry Clay\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0} Ben Franklin\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{aj} Andrew Jackson\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{rr} Ronald Reagan\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0} George Meade\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{gc} Grover Cleveland\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0} John Jay\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0} Paul Revere\eAns
            \eChoices
        \end{manswers}
%
% Turn off gray letters
%
\graylettersOff
%
% Turn on gray letters for the solutions too so the \REF will be correct.
%
        \begin{solution}\graylettersOn
            The answers are Andrew Jackson (\REF*{aj}), Ronald Reagan
            (\REF*{rr}) and Grover Cleveland (\REF*{gc}).\graylettersOff % and off again
        \end{solution}

\restoreFLTypeDefault % restore to the default

\rowsep{3pt}

        \item\PTs{9} Select which people who served as a Chancellor of the
            German Republic. (Select all correct choices.)
        \begin{manswers}*{2}%
            \bChoices[2]
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{gh} Gustav Heinemann\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{th} Theodor Heu{\ss}\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{ka} Konrad Adenauer\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{rw} Richard von Weizs\"{a}cker\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{wb} Willy Brandt\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{hl} Heinrich L\"{u}bke\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{rh} Roman Herzog\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{le} Ludwig Erhard\eAns
            \eChoices
        \end{manswers}

        \begin{solution}
        The answers are Konrad Adenauer (\REF*{ka}), Ludwig Erhard
        (\REF*{le}) and Willy Brandt (\REF*{wb}).

        Gustav Heinemann (\REF*{gh}), Theodor Heu{\ss} (\REF*{th}), Richard
        von Weizs\"{a}cker (\REF*{rw}), Heinrich L\"{u}bke (\REF*{hl}) and
        Roman Herzog (\REF*{rh}) were the \textbf{presidents} of the German
        Republic.
        \end{solution}
    \end{questions}
\end{questions}

\bigskip

\end{quiz}\quad\PointsField\currQuiz\CorrButton\currQuiz

\end{document}
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